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Wedding-worthy 
felt projects you’ll fall for.

Felt Wedding DIYs
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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YAY FOR MACRAME
For like-no-other wedding 
decor, macrame is the way. 
This piece starts with two 
steel rings (one 14-inch and 
one 6-inch) joined together 
with cording. Next comes 
the macrame work. And felt 
florals and garlands finish 
things up.

GOOD TO GARLAND
If you’ve got a sewing machine 
and some felt sheets, you’ve got 
a quirky-cute backdrop that’s 
perfect for the big day as well as 
the everyday. Just cut the sheets 
into strips (ours are ½” x 1 ½”) 
and stitch them together.



FONDLY FLORAL
Layer felt petals of different shapes and sizes for gorgeous faux-flower 
creations. Headband: Glue flowers to a strip of felt and glue the strip 

to a headband. Bouquet: Secure floral wire to flowers (to make stems), 
gather them together, and wrap the stems with felt.
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BASKET BLISS
A petal-covered basket for a 
petal-tossing flower girl? Yes, 
please. All you need for this 
darling basket are felt circles 
and beads for seeds. Our 
flowers have five petals each, 
and we used six sheets of felt 
to cover the entire basket.

BANNER LOVE
Making a felt banner makes 
for the best craft day ever! We 
used the Cricut Maker™ for the 
precise cutting of the letters and 
flowers, but freehand cutting 
works too. To hang it, we cut 
slits into felt circles, glued the 
circles to the back of each piece, 
and ran ribbon through the slits.



GROOM IN BLOOM

Benefits of felt florals: 
1) No florist needed. 
2) Immediate keepsakes. 
3) They’re just plain fun.    
Simply insert floral wire into 
felt flowers (made like the 
ones from the headband 
and bouquet) and wrap 
the wire with floral tape.

CLUTCH OF CLASS

Have you ever seen a lovelier something blue? 
If you’re up for DIYing the whole thing, make a felt 
clutch, stitch on felt flowers with seed beads, and 
add decorative stitches around. If it’s the night before 
your nuptials, just add flowers to a readymade clutch. 
Still oh-so lovely.
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PAGE OF BEAUTY

Add dimension to your 
paper goods with layers of 
cardstock, ribbon and felt, 
then doll them up with felt 
flower creations. We have 
a feeling the bride and 
groom won’t be the only 
ones with hearts in their 
eyes at this crafted-with-
love celebration.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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